
 
 MARY S. CORNING changes lives by defining the transformative 
power of pain. As a mentor, speaker, consultant and writer, she clearly 
and compassionately models this process through her messages and 
stories. Mary extends her philosophy into the world of horses, where 
both people and horses benefit from realizing a different way to 
interpret challenge.  

“We can shift our perspective and  

change our world.” 

In this book you will learn how to transform: 
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People from all walks of life, men and women, young 
and old, benefit from living an authentic and 
transparent life. Perfect Practice offers freedom from 
thoughts of fear that leave us feeling incomplete. The 
process of reclaiming our authenticity shifts our 
perspective. It enables us to expand our capacity, not 
only for growing, but also for loving. How we perceive 
life is what motivates how we live. An authentic life is 
a fulfilling life.           
 

“Our life comes under the control of one or the other—presence in love or escape in fear. Perfect 

Practice offers us hope by defining the wisdom that pain offers. This wisdom brings with it 

freedom from our own fearful thoughts. I have been entranced by the many interesting stories, 

lessons and gems of wisdom scattered throughout this book. I believe you, the reader, will too.”   

     —Ken Kornelis, PhD, Psychologist 

  
“The imagery in this book is vivid and the ideas paradigm shifting. Once I began  

reading, it was hard to put down.” —Kim Welsh, Upward Rise  

 “This book is one woman’s journey, and I find it to be profound.”  

                                               —Carolyn Hunt, Legacy of Legends  

Pain into purpose     Conflict into confidence      Fear into curiosity 




